THE NEW JERSEY GOVERNOR’S SCHOOL OF THE SCIENCES 2002

ONE TIME, AT SCIENCE CAMP...
Sally bit all of the counselors
Karl & Sally mooned us
Shereef was caught sleeping by a speaker
We wore hats so the aliens couldn’t read our minds
Ben showed us his Michael Jackson dance moves
How bout we skip this nerd-fest and hit an all-night seminar on Euclidean Geometry?
We ran through the sprinklers during a meteor shower
PJ leid all of the girls
A cop kicked us out of the baseball field
The counselors played co-ed nude fruitball in the middle of the night
Carol showed us she was “Stronger”
Surace threatened to Velcro Jen M’s ass to her chair
Jean and Holly got all hot and sweaty
Jean taught us to do it on our balls
Pulsar wore a loincloth
It rained on our luau
We had too much fun with bananas
Chang wanted us to “hit him one more time”
We mooed with Patty
Jarrett broke himself
Terence wowed us with his balls
Amy confessed about her drugs
Jen N fell up the stairs and wet herself
Paul leid himself
We made way for Brandon’s rocket ship
Peanut butter and jelly took on new meaning
We witnessed Paul’s road rage
We learned to sleep with our eyes open
We jammed together with Paul
We tried to steal Bryan’s skateboard
Matt tried to run us over in his golf cart
We learned that love is the indefinite integral of Idt, where I is Pleasure with respect to time
Margaret showed us her frighteningly large Mickey
We got so hot that we took our togas off
Norman and Henry had a classical duel of sorts
We were laundry detergent girls
Jeremy ate a train